Physical Development

Gymnastics - Travelling confidently in different ways and on different body parts. Travelling over, under and around apparatus. Jumping off apparatus and landing appropriately.

Daily fine motor activities including cutting skills and letter formation.

Using the outdoor equipment - bikes, balls, bats, stilts, balancing equipment.

Talking about healthy eating - fruit, water, milk.

Getting changed for PE. Using the toilet and washing hands independently.

Communication and Language

Developing basic skills through 'Song of Sounds', the phonics programme, speaking and listening, reading and writing activities.

Written and oral work based around our topic.

Role play and drama work with speaking and listening opportunities. (EGG!)

Mathematics Numbers (Securing numbers 1-10)

Placing numbers in order, saying which number is one more or one less than a given number. Using quantities and objects to add and subtract two single-digit numbers and counting on or back to find the answer.

Shape, space and measure

Exploring characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and using mathematical language to describe them. Using everyday language to talk about time to compare quantities and solve problems. Exploring height, length, weight and distance.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Coming into school independently. Selecting and using resources and activities independently. Organising our own belongings at the beginning and end of the day. Building positive relationships with my classmates and the adults at school. Working as a team and following the rules.

Understanding of the World


Expressive Arts and Design


Literacy

Written work based around our topic - What’s in the egg? How to look after my dinosaur, top trump cards, how to make a fossil, captions for dinosaur pictures. Role play and drama work with independent writing opportunities. The Egg by MP Robertson. The Great Dragon Rescue by MP Robertson. Cave Baby by Julia Donaldson.
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